MODULAR SECURITY VAULT SPECIALISTS
Custom-Built Secure Storage Vaults for the Cannabis Industry
LINKED EQUIPMENT is becoming a specialist in this new and exciting sector. When building a marijuana
facility, vaults are becoming increasingly more and more talked about. These can be used for a variety of
purposes. They can be used for monetary purposes, equipment, product, and more. The vaults are totally
secure with steel walls and ceilings, a 4-6-inch-thick steel door with lock and with the weight inside, making it
nigh on impossible to move or enter.
We offer security systems inside the vaults so you can monitor all your valuables. Security and peace of mind
within the facility is very important, we at LINKED EQUIPMENT can make all of this happen.
LINKED EQUIPMENT offers only the highest quality safes for every budget. We have a safe for every need.
Whether its fire rated, gun, burglary rated or depository safes, we can build, deliver, and install a fully custom
safe for your needs. We are also the leaders in Safe and Vault moving, we can move safes up to 10,000
pounds with our custom trailers.
In the Marijuana business, you have many valuables to protect and keep secure, your safe should have a fire
rating as well as be extremely hard for a burglar to get into.

Fire Safe Ratings

Fire ratings for Burglar/Fire safes vary depending on the safe manufacturer. Many manufacturers opt for private
laboratory testing. The safe is exposed to temperatures between 1200-1800 degrees Fahrenheit after which
the laboratory times how long the safe’s internal temperature says below 350 degrees. Paper and money begin
to char at approximately 387 degrees Fahrenheit, so ideally a fire safe should maintain a temperature at or
under 350 degrees.

Burglar Ratings

Burglar/Fire safes should have manufacturer ratings of B, B/C or C which indicate the thickness of safe walls
and doors. In addition, a burglar/fire safe may have a UL RSC (Residential Security Container) certification,
indicating the safe model endured a full five minutes of drilling, chiseling, punching, prying, and tampering
attacks by Underwriters Laboratory technicians using professional tools--a combination of skills and
equipment rarely found in burglars.

Manufacturer Burglar Ratings Indicate the Following:
B: the safe has 1/4-inch steel body and a 1/2-inch steel door.
C:the safe has a 1/2-inch steel body and a 1-inch steel door.
B/C: any safe with specifications falling between B and C ratings.
A burglar / fire safe with a B, C, B/C, or RSC rating can store $5,000 to $100,000 worth of items depending on
what you are storing. If you plan on storing more than $30,000 worth of items, please consider one of LINKED
EQUIPMENT’s high security safes.
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